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Museum Genres, Practices and Institution 
AH 545 

Wednesdays, 6-9 PM  
303 Henry Hall 

 
“Deconstructing the museum apparatus can transform it into a space for on-going cultural debate.” Lisa 
Corrin, Mining the Museum: Artists Look at Museums, 1991 
 
Instructor: Therese Quinn 
Office: 206 Henry Hall 
Office hours: Thursdays, 2-4 PM and by appointment 
Phone: (312) 413 – 2463 
Email: thereseq@uic.edu  
 
 
Course Description 
4 hours. History of museums, cultural heritage sites, other sites of preservation and exhibition; 
includes discussion of contemporary sites of virtual display. Field trips to multiple cultural sites 
in Chicago area. Extensive computer use required. Fieldwork required. Prerequisite(s): 
Approval of the department. 
 
 
Program Goals  
To prepare students with the knowledge, values and skills to a): Practice in diverse museum settings, b): 
with and on behalf of various publics, c) in a manner that will promote broad access to cultural 
institutions, and, d) a more just society. 
 
Learning Outcomes 
Graduates will be able to: 
• Describe the histories of the establishment and mission of museums in the United States, European and 
non-European spaces; 
• Recognize and analyze the institutional contexts and discuss the political potentials of museums in a 
participatory democracy; 
• Question current exclusionary practices including issues around diversity, disability and access, and 
more, and; 
• Discover museums and cultural sites in the city of Chicago. 
 
Course Policies 
 
Attendance: Please try to attend every class, but if there are other engagements at class time that would 
also be useful to your education and professional development, it’s up to you to make the call on which 
is more likely to be valuable. Please let me know if you’re not able to be present.  
 
Participation: The class only works if you participate. Please read the readings, read further in areas of 
interest, and come to class prepared to discuss what you’ve read and thought about. Participation is 
evaluated by the quality of your comments. Be constructive: refer to the readings, present new 
information from your experience and from outside readings, and suggest new ideas. Participation 
should be a dialog, building on my remarks, and other students’ contributions, as part of a conversation. 
You should speak up when you have something to say; in general, that should be more than once in each 
class. Continue the conversation beyond class, through Twitter or other social media.  
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Late work and make up: I would rather see an excellent paper than a less-good one turned in on time. 
Exceptions are when we are working on group projects or posting writing that we will discuss together: 
in those cases, meeting deadlines is essential. As long as you turn in all of your work by the end of the 
course you’ll get credit for it. I’m happy to read preliminary drafts of any assignment, or a second, 
improved, version. Email or come talk to me if you’d like to discuss your assignments as you’re 
working on them, or after you’ve turned them in. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy: As an academic community, UIC is committed to providing an 
environment in which research, learning, and scholarship can flourish and in which all endeavors are 
guided by academic and professional integrity. All members of the campus community–students, staff, 
faculty, and administrators–share the responsibility of insuring that these standards are upheld so that 
such an environment exists. Instances of academic misconduct by students will be handled pursuant to 
the Student Disciplinary Policy: http://www.uic.edu/depts/dos/studentconduct.html 
 
Religious Holidays: Students who wish to observe their religious holidays shall notify the faculty 
member by the tenth day of the semester of the date when they will be absent unless the religious 
holiday is observed on or before the tenth day of the semester. In such cases, the student shall notify the 
faculty member at least five days in advance of the date when he/she will be absent. The faculty member 
shall make every reasonable effort to honor the request, not penalize the student for missing the class, 
and if an examination or project is due during the absence, give the student an exam or assignment 
equivalent to the one completed by those students in attendance. If the student feels aggrieved, s/he may 
request remedy through the campus grievance procedure. 
 
Students with Disabilities and Reasonable Accommodations: The University of Illinois at Chicago is 
committed to maintaining a barrier-free environment so that students with disabilities can fully access 
programs, courses, services, and activities at UIC. Students with disabilities who require 
accommodations for access to and/or participation in this course are welcome, but must be registered 
with the Disability Resource Center (DRC). You may contact DRC at 312-413-2183 (v) or 312-413-
0123 (TTY) and consult the following: 
http://www.uic.edu/depts/oaa/disability_resources/faq/accommodations.html. 
 
Grievance Procedures: UIC is committed to the most fundamental principles of academic freedom, 
equality of opportunity, and human dignity involving students and employees. Freedom from 
discrimination is a foundation for all decision making at UIC. Students are encouraged to study the 
University's “Nondiscrimination Statement”. Students are also urged to read the document “Public 
Formal Grievance Procedures”. Information on these policies and procedures is available on the 
University web pages of the Office of Access and Equity: www.uic.edu/depts/oae. 
 
Syllabus: Please consider this syllabus a living document. Speakers and field trips may be added during 
the semester. Students will be alerted to any changes to the readings or class sessions. 
 
Readings: Readings will be provided as links in the syllabus and as PDFs available to students in 
through Dropbox. 
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Student Responsibilities  
 
Please always include your last name as part of any digital file you email me! 
 
Reading  
• Read assigned work. Note: Read strategically, to get what you need out of the material. On how to read 
for graduate seminars see, for example, Miriam Sweeney’s blog post 
(https://miriamsweeney.net/2012/06/20/readforgradschool/). Explore other material on the topic. If you 
find something of interest in the footnotes to the reading, follow up by tracking it down, reading it, and 
bringing ideas from it to class.  
• Read the class blog each week before class.  
 
Discussion (33.333 percent of grade)  
• Participate in class discussion. Good discussion requires everyone to contribute. Come to class 
prepared with interesting things to say and great questions for class speakers. Listen to what other 
students say and have posted online. Build on what’s been said before.  
• Participate in out-of-class discussion, online. Use Twitter (hashtag #ah545) to call the class’s attention 
to interesting bits in the class readings, and about events, exhibits and programs, and to share writings 
and websites that you think will be of interest. We will use these and each week’s blog posts to inform 
our dialog. 
 
Blog writing assignments (33.333 percent of grade)  
By Tuesday before each class, post to the blog (http://museumgenres.wordpress.com/) a short (50-250 
word) essay and image relating to the week’s readings. (Do at least ten of these over the semester. Tag 
them appropriately so others can find them.) You can often find sources and ideas by reading the 
footnotes of that week’s readings, at libraries, and by visiting local museums. We’ll use these blog posts 
to help guide our class discussion.  
 
One longer writing assignment (33.333 percent of grade)  
Write a research paper, about 2000-3000 words, on any topic of interest to you and appropriate to the 
class. For example: you might write a case study of a museum, either historical or contemporary, based 
on research in the library or interviews; a comparative study of several museums or related institutions; a 
theoretical exploration; or something else. Here’s what I think makes a good research paper: Make an 
argument. Connect to class readings and discussions. Use primary sources. Note: Your writing should be 
your original work, based on class work, your reading, experience, and conversations. Footnote anything 
you use from books, articles, interviews, or the web. Note ideas that came from other people. Failure to 
do so can result in failing the class. Use any footnote style you like, but be consistent. I’m also open to 
other formats of presentation: video, audio, websites, exhibits, whatever. Consider writing your paper in 
an open, on-line format, for example Medium (https://medium.com/). A short proposal outlining your 
topic and your argument is due in class on September 21. The final paper is due Monday December 5. 
Deliver it to me as a digital file, using your last name, class number, assignment name, and date as the 
file name (ex. Jones AH 545 Research Paper 2016), and place it in the Dropbox folder named Research 
Paper. 
 
Citation Chart: 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/media/pdf/20110928111055_949.pdf 
 
 
Museum Visits 
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I have listed local museums that relate to each week’s readings. Some weeks, noted on the syllabus, we 
will meet at these museums. When we meet offsite I will start the class right at 6:00, but we will 
frequently end a bit early to accommodate travel time. Other weeks you are encouraged to visit the 
museum on your own or with classmates. Visits are not mandatory, but if you can visit and report back 
on the blog or in class, that would be good. 
 
Free Museum Days: http://www.timeout.com/chicago/kids/activities/free-museum-days  
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SCHEDULE 
August 24 
Week 1: Introductions 
 
Welcome! Introductions. Get acquainted with the syllabus and each other. 
Discuss: What does a museum worker need to know?  
Read: David Stovall, Notes from a City on Fire: The Mattering of Black Lives and the End of 
Retrenchment. 
Look at: A Vision for Black Lives: Policy Demands for Black Power, Freedom & Justice. The 
Movement for Black Lives. 
 
August 31 
Week 2: Wunderkammer and the Origins of the Modern Museum 
 
MEET AT: Daley Library, Idea Commons, for orientation to research materials 
 
Questions for class discussion: What was the purpose of the wunderkammer? What did they teach? 
Who was the audience? How were objects used? Were they about old or new, typical or atypical? How 
useful are cabinets of curiosity (and the notions of resonance and wonder) for understanding the work of 
museums? What do they teach us today? 
 
Readings: 
Bert van de Roemer, “Redressing the Balance: Levinus Vincent’s Wonder Theatre of Nature,” Public 
Domain Review (https://publicdomainreview.org/2014/08/20/redressing-the-balance-levinus-vincents-
wonder-theatre-of-nature/) 
 
Stephen Greenblatt, “Resonance and Wonder” (1990). 
 
Koeppe, Wolfram. “Collecting for the Kunstkammer.” In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History. New York: 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000–. Take a look at the art and artifacts at the top of the page 
(http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/kuns/hd_kuns.htm).  
 
Look at: Universal Collection: A Mark Dion Project (http://info.vassar.edu/news/2015-2016/160526-
dion-universal-collection.html) 
 
Visit: Field Museum of Natural History, 1400 S. Lakeshore Drive, Chicago 
 
September 7 
Week 3: Inventing the Modern Museum 
 
Questions for class discussion: What is the relationship of these museums to the wunderkammer and 
other earlier museums? Who was the public for these museums? What kinds of categories were used 
here? What kinds of organization? How did they reflect or shape contemporary thought? How might we 
use Bennett’s arguments to understand the relationships of knowledge, power, and social control in the 
museum? How did visitors use these museums?  
 
Readings: 
Accessing Enlightenment Study Guide 
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Tony Bennett, “The Exhibitionary Complex,” New Formations 4, 1988. 
 
Constance Classen, “Museum Manners: The Sensory Life of the Early Museum,” Journal of Social 
History 40, no. 4 (2007): 895-914 
 
Jeffrey Abt, “The Origins of the Public Museum,” in Sharon MacDonald, Companion to Museum 
Studies (http://site.ebrary.com/lib/uic/reader.action?docID=10249181&ppg=115), esp. pages 130-to 
close. 
 
Visit: Art Institute of Chicago, 111 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 
 
September 14 
Week 4: Museums and National Identity 
 
MEET AT: International Museum of Surgical Science, 1524 N. Lakeshore Drive, Chicago. Guest 
speaker Nancy Harmon, MUSE Alumnus and App Developer. 
 
Questions for class discussion: How did early museums portray the nation? The rest of the world? Who 
were their audiences? How were they part of the project of creating and defining the nation? What 
categories did they use? What were their attitudes toward truth? Authenticity? Education?  
 
Readings: 
Joel J. Orosz, Curators and Culture: The Museum Movement in America, 1740-1870 (Tuscaloosa: 
University of Alabama Press, 1990), Ch. 2 
(http://site.ebrary.com/lib/uic/reader.action?docID=10237165) 
 
Flora Edouwaye S. Kaplan, Making and Remaking National Identities, in Sharon MacDonald, 
Companion to Museum Studies 
(http://site.ebrary.com/lib/uic/reader.action?docID=10249181&ppg=115) 
 
Andrea Dennett, Weird and Wonderful: The Dime Museum in America, Chs. 1 & 2.  
 
Stephen C. Kenney, The Development of Medical Museums in the Antebellum American South: Slave 
Bodies in Networks of Anatomical Exchange, 2013. 
 
September 21 
Week 5: Museums as Culture 
 
MEET AT: Rebuild Foundation, 6760 S. Stony Island, Chicago 
 
DUE: Research topic proposal (bring to class) 
 
Guest Lecturer: Demecina Beehn, Rebuild Foundation and MUSE alumnus 
 
Questions for class discussion: How do museums and related cultural institutions signal who they are 
for? How do they reflect or respond to changing demographies? How do they define and enact their 
roles within communities? Who are the people that shape these institutions, and what roles do they play 
within them? 
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Readings: 
Anthony Kwame Appiah. “Whose Culture is It?” Available at: http://bit.ly/1I0kfzK	  
 
Andrea Smith. “Settler Historical Consciousness in the Local History Museum.” Museum Anthropology, 
2011, 34(2), 156-172. 
 
Carol Duncan. “The Art Museum as Ritual,” in Civilizing Rituals: Inside Public Art Museums. London 
and NY: Routledge, 1995. 7-20. 
 
John Yau. “Please Wait By the Coatroom.” In Out There: Marginalization and 
Contemporary Culture. Russell Ferguson, Martha Gever, Trinh T. Minh-Ha, 
Cornel West, Eds. Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press. 1992. 
 
Visit: Museum of Contemporary Art, 220 E. Chicago Avenue, Chicago 
 
September 22 – 25: EXPO Chicago (Tickets will be provided though the Art & Art History Office, 
106 Jefferson Hall) 
 
September 28 
Week 6: Creating and Interpreting Archives  
 
Guest Lecturer: Skyla Hearn, Archivist 
 
Questions for class discussion: How do archives and collections shape the stories that museums can 
tell? Who should decide what is collected in museums and for archives? How does Drake’s provocation 
translate to museums? What would it look like to attempt museum work “critically and anti-
oppressively,” as Drake describes it? In what ways are/are not Mining the Museum and Rethinking 
Disability Representation examples of this?  
 
Readings: 
Lisa G. Corrin. “Mining the Museum: An Installation in Confronting History.” In 
Anderson, Gail. Reinventing the Museum: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on the Paradigm 
Shift. Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira, 2004. 248-263. 
 
Leontine Meijer-van Mensch and Peter van Mensch, Participative Strategies in Collecting the Present – 
Introduction, 2013. 
 
Jarrett M. Drake, #ArchivesForBlackLives: Building a Community Archives of Police Violence in 
Cleveland (https://medium.com/on-archivy/archivesforblacklives-building-a-community-archives-of-
police-violence-in-cleveland-93615d777289#.85n6vgkc4) and Expanding #ArchivesForBlackLives to 
Traditional Archival Repositories (https://medium.com/on-archivy/expanding-archivesforblacklives-to-
traditional-archival-repositories-b88641e2daf6#.5b5e37o27) 
 
Rethinking Disability Representation, University of Leicester, 2008. 
 
Visit: Intuit: The Center for Intuitive and Outsider Art, 756 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (to see Private 
Eyes: Selected Artwork from the Kinsey Institute Collection) 
 
October 5 
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Week 7: Museums and Challenging Histories 
 
Guest Lecturer: Ross Stanton Jordan, Curatorial Manager, Jane Addams Hull-House Museum 
 
Questions for class discussion: Are there any topics that are out-of-bounds for museums? When and 
how should competing interpretations be included in museums? What themes, values, and goals should 
guide choices? 
 
Readings: 
Lonnie Bunch. “Embracing Ambiguity: The Challenge of Interpreting African 
American History in Museums.” In Call the Lost Dream Back: Essays on History, 
Race and Museums. Washington DC: American Association of Museums Press, 2010. 61-70.  
 
Lisa Junkin Lopez. “Sex in the Museum: Pushing Boundaries and Building Relationships at the Hull-
House Museum.” In The Radical Museum, Gregory Chamberlain, Ed. London: Collections Trust, 2011. 
 
Amy M. Tyson and Azie Mira Dungey. “Ask a Slave” and Interpreting Race on 
Public History’s Front Line: Interview with Azie Mira Dungey. The Public Historian. 36.1 (February 
2014): 36-60 and look at http://www.askaslave.com/ 
 
Visit: Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education Center, 9603 Woods Dr., Skokie; Leather Archives & 
Museum, 6418 N. Greenview Ave, Chicago. Tell Jose you are from UIC and he will ask Jakob 
VanLammeren, the Archivist/Collections Librarian, to come talk to you! We’ve visited as a group 
previously and the museum likes our program. 
 
October 12 
Week 8: The New Museologies  
 
Guest Lecturer: Sandie Yi, Access Living and UIC Disability Studies Doctoral Program 
 
Questions for class discussion: How have museums been challenged to embrace and enact their public 
engagement roles in new ways? What are hallmarks of these “new museologies” and museums? What 
are new worker roles that museums might need to expand into these areas? How can museum visitors 
participate in museum change? 
 
Readings: 
Amanda Cachia. “Disabling the museum: Curator as infrastructural activist.” Journal of Visual Art 
Practice, 12(3), 2013, 257-289. (And What Can a Body Do exhibit catalog) 
 
Margaret Lindauer. “The Critical Museum Visitor,” in Janet Marstine, Ed., New Museum Theory and 
Practice: An Introduction. Blackwell, 2006. 203-225. Here: 
http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.cc.uic.edu/lib/uic/reader.action?docID=10243561&ppg=201  
 
Elaine Heumann Gurian. “Museum as Soup Kitchen,” Curator: The Museum Journal, January 2010. 
 
Publicacion Mesa Redonda, Santiago de Chile, 1972, Vol. 1, 192-238.  
 
UNESCO, Recommendation Concerning the Protection and Promotion of Museums and Collections, 
Their Diversity and Their Role in Society, 2015 
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October 19  
Week 9: National Markers, Monuments, Expositions, and Heritage 
 
Guest Lecturer: Paul Durica, Director of Programs, Illinois Humanities. 
 
Questions for class discussion: How can the competing priorities of groups (police vs. anarchists and 
labor unionists, for example) be reconciled when making choices about the histories that will be 
included on city and state markers and as monuments? How might cultural institutions respond to 
histories of colonization, enslavement, genocide and ongoing oppressions? What roles can museum 
workers play in relation to these histories today?   
 
Readings: 
Robert W. Rydell. The Chicago World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893: “And Was Jerusalem Builded 
Here?” In David Boswell, and Jessica Evans (Eds). Representing the Nation: A Reader: Histories, 
Heritage and Museums. London: Routledge, 1999. 
 
Steven Hoelscher, Heritage, in Sharon MacDonald, Companion to Museum Studies 
(http://site.ebrary.com/lib/uic/reader.action?docID=10249181&ppg=115) 
 
James Loewen. Excerpts from Lies Across America: What Our Historic Sites Get Wrong. 1999.  
 
“Black Lives Matter” Graffiti appears on Confederate memorials across the U.S.” Washington Post, 
June 23, 2015, at: http://wapo.st/1MIRBLx 
 
Visit: Visit the Haymarket Monument at the Forest Home Cemetery. It’s a short walk south from the 
last stop (Forest Park) on the Blue Line (see http://www.illinoislaborhistory.org/the-book-the-cemetery/ 
and http://foresthomecemeteryoverview.weebly.com/haymarket-monument.html).  
 
October 26 
Week 10: The Power of Place 
 
MEET AT:  Roger Brown Study Collection, 1926 N Halsted Street 
 
Questions for class discussion: Historic house museums have been called on to preserve and retain and 
also to be “turned upside down and inside out”; what do you imagine these museums should be or 
become to stay viable? What houses, or as Vagnone and Ryan call them, “human habitations,” are not 
yet museums, but should be?  
 
Readings: 
Cary Carson. “The End of History Museums - What’s Plan B?” The Public Historian. 30.4 (Fall 2008): 
9-27. 
 
Lisa Stone. “Playing House/Museum.” The Public Historian, (May, 2015), 37(2), 27-41. 
 
Franklin Vagnone and Deborah Ryan, Introduction in Anarchist’s Guide to Historic House Museums, 
2016.  
 
Visit: Glessner House Museum, 1800 S. Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
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November 2  
Week 11: Museum Education and Evaluation 
 
Guest Lecturer: Dr. Jessica Roberts, Evaluator 
 
Questions for class discussion: Where does/should “educating” fall, among the many goals of 
museums? What are the parallels and differences between public schools and public museums? How do 
we know what we say we are doing, we are actually doing?  
 
Readings: 
George Hein. “Progressive Museum Education: Examples from the 1960s.” The Handbook of 
Progressive Education. New York: Peter Lang, 2015. 
 
Therese Quinn. “Exhibits Through the ‘Other Eye’: How Popular Education Can Help Us Make 
Museums That Push.” The Journal of Museum Education, 31(2) Summer 2006, 95-104. 
 
Tamara Beauboeuf-LaFontant. “A Movement Against and Beyond Boundaries: Politically Relevant 
Teaching Among African American Teachers.” Teachers College Record, 1999.  
 
Kathleen McLean, Ch. 5, Doing it Right: Visitor Studies, Evaluation and Exhibits, in Planning for 
People in Museums, 1996. 
 
Visit: The Bronzeville Children’s Museum, 9301 S. Stony Island, Chicago; The Chicago Children’s 
Museum, 700 E. Grand, Chicago 
 
November 9 
Week 12: Ethnic Museums 
 
MEET AT: The Latino Cultural Center at UIC. Discussion with Rosa Cabrera, Director. 
 
Questions for class discussion: Who are “ethnic” museums for? What are some of the differences 
between these institutions? How do the primary users of these museums change over time and how 
should the museums change in response? 
 
Readings: 
Amy Lonetree, “A Note on Names” and “Native Americans and Museums.” Decolonizing Museums: 
Representing Native America in National and Tribal Museums. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North 
Carolina Press. (2012): 1-28. 
 
Rosa Cabrera, Chapters 3, 9, 10 and 11 of “Beyond Dust, Memories and Preservation: Roles of Ethnic 
Museums in Shaping Community Ethnic Identities” at: http://bit.ly/1Nrgxr5  
 
Visit one or more of the following: 
DuSable Museum of African American History (740 E. 56th Place) 
Polish Museum of America (984 N. Milwaukee Avenue) 
Swedish American Museum (5211 N. Clark Street) 
National Museum of Mexican Art (1852 W. 19th Street) 
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November 16 
Week 13: Museums as Sites of Conscience 
 
MEET AT: The Cambodian American Heritage Museum, 2831 W Lawrence Ave 
 
Questions for class discussion: When suffering and trauma is a significant part of a cultural story, how 
might/must museums respond? How do these conditions and responsibilities expand the role of the 
museum worker? 
 
Readings: 
Terrence M. Duffy. “Museums of ‘Human Suffering’ and the Struggle for Human Rights.” Museums 
International, 53.1 (2001): 10-16. 
 
Ciraj Rasool. “Making of the District Six Museum,” Museum International. 55.1-2 (2006): 9-18. 
 
Liz Sevcenko and Bix Gabriel, “Guantanamo Public Memory Project” Report, 2011. 
http://gitmomemory.org/  
 
November 23 
Week 14: CLASS CANCELLED – Thanksgiving Holiday, November 24-25 
 
November 30 
Week 15: Museum Futures 
 
Guest Lecturers: Nikhil Trivedi and Porchia Moore (Visitors of Color Project, 
http://visitorsofcolor.tumblr.com/) 
 
Questions for class discussion: What are the futures you would like to imagine for museums? What 
dispositions, knowledge, language, and skills do museums and their workers need to be able to move 
museums toward these futures? What is the match or tension between these futures and skills and those 
identified by AAM? 
 
Readings: 
Vivian May, Introduction and Ch. 1: What is Intersectionality?, in Pursuing Intersectionality, Unsettling 
Dominant Imaginaries, 2015.  
 
Porchia Moore and Incluseum, Who Is Your Museum For? 2015  
 
Jason Tseng, Arts Groups: “Reflecting” Diversity Reinscribes Oppression, Nonprofit Quarterly, 2016 
(https://nonprofitquarterly.org/2016/08/18/arts-groups-reflecting-diversity-reinscribes-oppression/) 
 
#MuseumWorkersSpeak Rogue Session Handout, 2015 
 
American Alliance of Museums (AAM). “TrendsWatch 2016.” Washington DC: American 
Alliance of Museums, 2016. 
 
DUE Dec. 5: Research paper (Put in DropBox Folder) 


